One of the main topics of slope stability analysis is to determine the safety factor of sliding surface. In this paper, firstly, the basic principle of finite element strength reduction method is introduced. Then the slope stability is analyzed by the finite element strength reduction method, discontinuous deformation strength reduction method and Spencer method respectively. The results show that the error between them is less than 2%, which indicates that the finite element strength reduction method can be applied to the engineering practice.
INTRODUCTION
For a long time, most procedures for the stability analysis of slopes rely on traditional limit analysis method, limit equilibrium method and Swedish slice method, but these methods also have their disadvantages such as cannot take the stress-strain relation of the soil and need to assume the locations of slide planes. To solve this problem, strength reduction method is proposed by Zienkiewicz in the 1970s, however it has not been widely applied due to various technical or computational accuracy reasons.
Griffith [2] [3] found that the error of safety factor calculated by finite element method and traditional method were very small. Lian [4] put forward a convergence criterion of slope failure. Zhao [5] proposed how to choose the reasonable model foundation size in the process of slope stability analysis. Gao analyzed the influence of cohesive force and interior friction angle on safety factor of slope stability, and proposed that the range of internal friction angle must be considered reasonably.
Deng [9] verified the rationality of strength reduction method and discussed how to choose the yield surface reasonably in the process of slope stability analysis. Liu [10] analysed the slope stability using the ANSYS finite element software and observed the change of displacement field and stress field under different saturation degrees. Bai [11] found that the calculation results obtained by finite element method and classical slice method are very close. Zhen [12] put forward a new method of safety factor conversion and infer the unified expression of the safety factor conversion on the basis of D-P series strength criterion.
In recent years, with the rapid development of computer technology, finite element strength reduction method has aroused great attention of scholars home and abroad, thus, a large number of finite element analysis software have been developed to analyze the stability of the slope. Finite element method not only satisfies the equilibrium conditions of forces as well as combines stress-strain relationship of materials, but also need not assume the position of slip surface, thus the calculation results are more reasonable and accurate.
THE PRINCIPLE OF THE FEM STRENGTH REDUCTION METHOD
When slope stability is analyzed by finite element method, The calculated results will not converge as long as the slope is unstable. The safety factor of slope stability will be straight obtained by examining the convergence of calculation after making material strength reduced based on the theory of Finite Element Method.
It can be seen that the safety factor definition used in the finite element analysis is in good agreement with that used in the traditional limit equilibrium method. And both methods are based on the ratio of slip resistance (moment of force) to slip force (moments of force).
THE SLOPE FAILURE CRITERION IN THE FINITE ELEMENT
In the process of slope stability analysis, making the material strength decreased continuously until the slope destroyed. The main three judgment criterion are as followings.
(1) Whether the results obtained by finite element method are convergent or not: In simple terms, the slope is considered to be in unstable state if the calculation result obtained from finite element program are not convergent [5] [6] [7] . (2) Whether the plastic zone is penetrated or not in the process of slope stability analysis: The slope is considered to be in unstable state if the plastic zone is run through from the bottom to the top of slope [4, 8] .
(3) Whether the displacement-time curve changes abruptly or not: Unlimited slip of slope resulting from the instability slope will make the stress and displacement on the rock slip surface change abruptly and have an unlimited development.
THE EXAMPOE ANALYSIS
In this paper, finite element method was applied to analyze the stability of the slope, and the test values are compared with the results of the noncontinuous strength reduction method (Mohr-coulomb material is used among them). In the process of FEM analysis, the model size of the slope is shown in Fig.1 . The slope ratio is 1:0.75. The height of slope is 40 meters. Elastic modulus is 110MPa. Poisson's ratio is 0.3. The bulk density is 15.5KN/m3. The friction angle is 28˚. and the cohesion is 0.02MPa. Fig.2 is a simplified meshing generation. Plane82 element and built-in Drucker-Prager yield criterion are applied in the finite element analyzing and calculating process. Besides, the Newton-Laplacian algorithm is also adopted to ensure the calculation convergence. And more, It is restricted that the X and Y directions of the bottom boundary and the X direction of the left and right boundaries. Finally, In this process of computation, only the selfweight of soils need to be considered.
In the calculation process, the reduction coefficients of 1.0, 1.12, 1.14, 1.16, 1.18 and 1.20 are selected to check the stability of the slope respectively.
As shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 , when the reduction coefficient is 1.18, the calculation result is convergent. However, when the reduction coefficient is 1.2, the result is not convergent. It can be deduced from these results that the ranges of safety coefficient is between 1.80 to 1.20. Therefore, the reduction coefficient of 1.184, 1.186 and 1.188 are used to check the stability of the slope respectively. The results are shown in Fig.5, Fig.6 and Fig.7 . As shown in Figure 5 , when the reduction coefficient is 1.184, the calculated result is convergent and the plastic zone is not penetrated. As shown in Figure 6 , when the reduction coefficient is 1.186, the calculated result is convergent and the plastic zone is penetrated. As shown in Figure  7 , when the reduction coefficient is 1.188, the calculated results are not convergent and the plastic zone is penetrated. Through the above analysis, we can know that the safety coefficient is 1.188 based on the non-convergence of the results. The stability of slope is analyzed by the discontinuous strength reduction method followed. Figure 8 is a simplified meshing model.
During the analysis, the reduction coefficient increases from 1.0 to 1.28, every time the value adds 0.2. Meanwhile the maximum displacement of the slope is monitored and the results are shown in Fig. 9 . Fig.9 shows the curves of maximum displacement change with time under different reduction coefficient. As the figure shows, when the reduction coefficient is 1.20, the deformation of slope begins to increase sharply and the slope stability is destroyed. At this time, the reduction coefficient of 1.20 can be determined as the safety coefficient of slope stability. At this point, the potential slip surface of the slope, as shown in Fig. 10 , is basically the same as that, as shown in Fig. 11 , calculated by Spencer method. The real reason is that the block deformation of the slope obtained by discontinuous deformation strength reduction method is relatively small, close to the calculation result of the rigid body due to the large elastic modulus. Table 1 shows that the safety factors obtained by the three methods are close, which indicates that the application of strength reduction method in slope is feasible.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the safety factor of slope stability is analyzed by finite element method, discontinuous strength reduction method and Spencer method. The main conclusions are as follows based on the calculation results.
(1) The safety factor obtained by strength reduction method, discontinuous strength reduction method and Spencer method is very close. The maximum error of three methods is less than 2%, which means that finite element method can be used in engineering practice.
(2) The safety factor calculated by ANSYS is the smallest among the three methods, which shows that the calculation results of slope stability by finite element strength reduction method is conservative.
(3) For the same project, the safety factor calculated by different software is different, but it will not affect the actual stability of the project. So it is necessary to made much discussion.
